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DR. FREDERICK THIEME, newly appointed Pr~vost of the University· of Washington,
will speak at the December. meeting of the Seattle Chapter. His subject will
be "Radioactive Assay An Archaeological Problem." Dr. Thieme ·is .a nationally known anthropologist who vras head of the Department of Anthropology at
the University of Michigan prior to coming to the University of Washington.
While at the University of Michigan he was interested in this research problem of developing a faster, cheaper and more accurate dating method. This
will be an extremely interesting program that members as well as others
interested in archaeology will not vrant to niss.
'!"9

J

At the November necting of tho Seattle Cha]>tcr, Mi-. Edgar v. Winans, instructor in the Anthropology Department at the University of Hashington, gave an
mtmresting and highly informative talk a ·ccomF>anied by 35 mm. s~ides of Br.i tish
Ea.st Africa where ha spent 1956-19.57 do:ilolg rcseareh work among the ·Sha.mbala
· tribo in Tangany-ika.

Mr.

W~ans traveled from Romo t© @airo and then south along the Nile RiVrcr to
:Bl'itish East .Africa· ~ihich incl~dcs Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika and the i~lands
of Zanzibar and Pelilba.

16

Much of Uganda is high plateau country· With many la.R:es. The Nile River has
its source in Lake Victoria .and recently- the O,.venfall Dam has been complet®d
across this river near the source • . Africa is the richest continent in the
world for hydro-electric power, most of which is still undevelopGd. · None of
the land in Uganda, which is a British protectorate, is owned by EUropeans.
The native population has been largely converted to christianity by the
Ronan Catholic and Anglican churches -who· at times have been alnost at war
with each other. Houses ar~ constructed with thatched roofs and the p ople
grow bananas (planta~s) and raise soQe stock.
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Mr. Winans then briefly discussed Kenya which is high rolling country, very
pleasant to live in and where the Mau Mau uprisings have taken place.

•

Going south into Tanganyika, vmich is steppe country with a different type of
climate, you will find the highest mountain· on the Afric~ Continent,,
·
Kilimanjaro. The Shamba tribe of about 200,000 people are restrict.ad to
living in the Usitnbara Mountains. These people live :i;ll concent.rp.~d settlements and the villages are occupied by a single lineage. Their homes are
round huts with tall conical roofs and at nights are shared with·-their d~estic animals. Maize and casaba are the two
_- ·
'
. s tap.l e· crops .grown.
..
)

I

•

.~

The women•s ga.rraents consist of two big colorful cloths callad .ka.E.ga, b'1fe
around the body and the other draped around the head. Several kangas may 15e
wom at. once for warmth and rings in the nose are the comiµon adornment~ The
social gathering place, especially for the women, is .'t he market. '~'her~as th~
women bring agricultural produce and pottery to these markets, the men sell
bas~ets · and other things such as kangas, beads and soap. Snuff sell era
usually sit in a row and are identified by the large black umbrellas held
over their heads.
. ..
~

S'Wahili is the_langUB:ge spoken by the Sharabala. They are ruled by chiefs
· chosen from an upper class clan who have a lighter skin -color tl:loo t he ·'
ordinary nan. It was the shambala•s political organization wh'ich was ·
JM:r. Winan 1 s particular intere·s t ai:id l:le ~pent much of his time ~ st~
this aspect of their culture during· ~s stay in. Tangariyikp..
·

LABORATORY SESSION - Sunday.! December 14th

•

Members Who attended the lab sessipns last 1vinte~ at the Neison. home. will
recall the good times we hB.d and the imteresting work accomplished under the
direction of Dr. William Massey. It was during these sessions that our first
·Preliminary Report on Site 45K.T6 was completed.
The November "Dig" of the Seattle Chapter wa'S another laboratory session held
on the third floor of the Nelson home on Sunday November 16th, Thirteen
members enjoyed a pot-luck dinner and did a great deal of wor~. This involved
cleaning, sorting, marking, and cataloging the 45KT6 artifacts recovered
during the past digging sea:s·on. The work. on the artifacts was almost com- .
pleted.,; however, another laboratol'.'Y. trdigu wall be neeessary to ;finish the job.
DECEMBER DIG will be another pot-luck dinner and lab session at the Nelson
home, 706 15th North, Sunaay alternoon, :mecember 14th• . With a good turnout
werk on the artitacts should be c Q1ilple ted in one session.
ComNG ATTRACTION:

-- - .

An article on Pictographs by Arlie Ostling.

BRING A GUF5T to the December meeting to hear :or. Thieme and share holiday
~efreshments

with us.

- --

..

•
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT l

B. Robert Butler
· Ash Cave is a large semi-circular rockshelter located in the first
bench or basalt above the south bank of the Snake River near Mathew's siding on the Union Pacific Railroad in Walla Walla County, Washington
(Sec. ll, Tl2N, R34E). Mathew's siding is approximately seventeen miles
due north of Eureka, the largest town in the immediate area, and some
thirty-five miles upstream from the confluence or the Snake and Columbia
Rivers. A winding, much forked, county road leads from Eureka to Mathew's
sidings. The site is between 250 and 300 feet west of (downstream from)
the county road and about one-quarter mile southwest or the siding. An
ancient, silted gravel bar slopes down from the first bench of basalt to
the river immediateiy to the north (upstream) side of Ash Cave obscuring
the site from the road.

•

The shelter faces to the northwest and is roughly 150 feet above the
river. It measures approximately s:ixty feet across and eighteen feet deep.
The roof of the shelter tapers from twenty feet high in front to some seven
or eight feet high in the back. Apparently, the shelter had been used as
a corral many years ago. The original floor of the shelter was cut down
to within a few inches of an underlying layer of volcanic ash to provide
head-room for the animals to be sheltered there. The earth removed from
the shelter can be seen today as a low mound outside of the southern end
of the shelter. Thick, compact layers of animal dung, decayed posts, postholes and harness remairs on top of and around the floor of the shelter
attest. : to its use as a corral.
The floor of the shelter has been greatly di~turbed by recent amateur excavations. A number of large pits excavated by the amateurs reveal
a thick layer of volcanic ash extending throughout the shelter. The volcanic ash layer averages about twelve inches thick. It appears to be
somewhat thicker and higher at the north, where it is exposed, end of the
shelter than at the south end. At the center and south end, it is covered
with a layer of corral debris which may be mixed locally with volcanic ash
and, possibly,, some of the deposit formerly covering the ash layer. The
debris above the ash ranges from a few inches to nearly a foot in thickness. The ash layer itself appears to be homogenous, but locally discolored. Its color ranges from white or pink to light grey. Examination of
the ash under a low-power microscope reveals that it is composed of very
finely diVided, glassy particles. It appears to be pumicite, one of the
materials ejected from violently erupting volcanoes. The exact source of
the ash has not been determined at this writing. Presumably, it is a wind
deposited by-product of one of the major eruptions which occurred in the
Cascade Rang~ of Western Washington and Oregon between 6-Booo years ago.
Amateurs have excavated a large number of tunnels beneath the ash
layer, lateral to the pits which they excavated. The walls of the tunnels,
especially near the center and rear of the shelter reveal a thick layer of
midden debris consisting of a great quantity of large-game-animal bone
and mussel-shell. Apparently all of the artifacts recovered by the amateurs
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came from this midden layer. According to my informants, only projectile
points were recovered or kept. These were all of the tYPe to be described later in this report. The most prod~ctive area 0£ the shelter
was its central section, which was also the most extensively disturbed
area.

•

Due to extensive disturbance of the shelter floor and limited time
and manpower, only two test pits were attempted at this time (August JO,
1958). These w-ere numbered test pits 1 and 2. Test pit l was five foot
square excavated at the south end of the shelter. The particular location was chosen fo~ two reasons: (1) it was an undisturbed area which
would probably yield a ~omplete profile of the shelter fill; (2) it was
immediately adjac . mt to -ljte hole from which the Bennett collection to be
described below was :i."~c:rrere~. Test pit 2 was a four by five foot
"square" excavated at the rP.ar center of the shelter. The pit was intended to permit a controlled recovery of a few feet of midden which remained in this area of the shelter. The quantity of large-game-animal
bone and musselshell observed in the walls of the tunnels undermining
this area was far greater than that observed in the vicinity of test pit
1. A correlate of this was the possj.:til~~tY of obtaining a larger sample
of artifacts, a possibility whjch wes b0~ne out in the digging.
Excavation of the test pit~ was carried out in arbitrary o.5 foot
levels. Both troweling and screening were employed. In addition to
artifacts,, all chipping detritus, bone, shell and questionable items
were saved. Samples of the volcanic ash were taken from various levels
from within the ash layer fryr later laboratory analysis. Neither test
pit l nor test pit 2 was excavated to bedrock, although this had been
the original intention. Test pit 2 was dug to a depth of 3.0 feet. At
this level the bottom and lower walls of the pit collapsed into the
tunnels which had been dug beneath it earlier by amateurs, Test pit 1
was excavated to a depth of 5.5 feet, at which depth a stratum of culturally sterile,, coarse basalt sand was encountered.
The stratigraphy of the two test pits was grossly similar. There
were four major strata in test pit 1 and three in test pit 2. The three
strata of test pit 2 corresponded with the three upper strata of test
pit 1. For simplicity, the stratum were numbered 1 through 4 commending
with the uppermost stratum. Stratum 1 was composed of debris originating from the use of the shelter as a corral. This stratum was approximately eight inches thick in tG~t pit 2 and twelve inches thick in test
pit 1. Stratum 2 was the culturally sterile layer of volcanic ash.
Bedded on its upper surface were a few fragments of large-game-animal
bone {deer) and musselshell which may have represented aboriginal reoccupation of the shelter subsequent to the deposition of the volcanic
ash. There were no artifacts associated with these faunal remains. Stratum 3 consisted of midden debris mixed with angular basalt fragments and
water worn rocks. In test pit l,, the midden layer was about 3 .5 feet
· thick. Only two feet of midden had been excavated through before test
pit 2 collapsed. Stratum 2, the volcanic ash laJJer,, varied from six to
thirteen inches in thickness. Its upper surface was more or less horizontal, but its lower surface conformed to the variable topography of
the under]Jring midden.

•
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Stratum 4, the coarse basalt sand layer evident
of test pit 1, was reported to have been encountered
level in other parts of the shelter by the amateurs.
been attempted, none of the amateurs were successful
it; apparently, it has a . thickness in excess of 1~5
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only at the bottom
at about the same
Although it had ·
in dig.g ing through
feet.

. The ~idden layer, stratum 3, .suggested rather intensive ocqupation
of the shelte~ prior to the deposition of the volcanic ash. In test pit
2, approximately forty to fifty pounds of large-game-animal bone fragments were recovered from the midden l~r along with twenty-three large
musselshell fragments and numerous smaller ones·. Two fish vertabrae were
also recovered from the midden. The bone fragments, apparently all from
deer, were fairly well macerated, possibly for the extraction of bone
marrow and grease. Considerably less bone was recovered from test pit 1.
The amount of bone and shell in test pit 2 was so great that no vertical
differentiation was noted. However, in test pit 1, there was some vertical concentration at about the mid-point of the midden. There were no
fish vertabrae recovered from the midden layer of test pit l. Evidently,
the center of the shelter was the main area of occupation.

•

Only one feature was encountered in the excavation of the test pits.
This was a superficial lens of charred bone and charcoal situated more or
less at the center of test pit 2 at the very top of midden layer. The
lens was about 2.5 to 3.0 feet in rough diameter and some six inches thick •
Very little chipping detritus was recovered from the midden
less than ten flakes were obtained from the two pits. A careful
of the backdirt of the amateur excavations also yielded very few
Perhaps chipped stone artifacts were not manufactured within the
area proper.

layer1
check
chips.
shelter

A total of twenty-five artifacts2 was recovered from the two test
pits. Sixteen of these came from the midden layer in test pit 2; nine 1
including two doubtful artifacts, came from test pit l. Twenty-four of
the artifacts are of stone; the remaining one is of bone. In addition
to the artifacts recovered from the test pits, ten projectile po~ts recovered from a pit immediately adjacent to test pit 1 are included in the
analysis. These were recovered by Mr. Bill Bennett, an amateur, earlier
in the year. There is no doubt as to their provenience within the site.
All came from the upper 1.5 feet of the midden layer underlying the volcanic ash. The points have been examined at first hand and have been
included in the field catalogue for the site, which is on f'ile in the
archaeology laboratory at the State College of Washington.
Projectile Points. The analysis of projectile points from A$h Cave
is based upon nine complete, or nearly complete, specimens and one fragmentary specimen from the Bennett collection plus two complete specimens,
two large fragments and three smaller ones from test pit 2. All of the
test pit 2 items came from the upper one foot of the pre-ash midden layer.
One of the fragments, a basal s~ction, came from the lens of charred bone
and charcoal at the top of the midden layer in test pit 2. There were
no projectile points, or fragments thereof, recovered from test pit 1.
Generally, the points are of an el~ngated leaf-shaped type with a
fairly well-defined basal section or tang. The basal section is one-third
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or less than the length of the point. It is either rounded or contracts
to a blunt or narrowed, square end. The points are usually widest at
the juncture of the basal Biild boc;r sections. The edges of the points
are generally excurvate. Approx:ilnately half of the points are serrated
along the edges. The serration commences just above the basal section
and extends almost to the tip. In one specimen, the serration extends
only for a short distance above th.e basal section. One unusual specimen,
made of basalt, has all of its edges ground, including both those of
the basal and body section. Another curious feature of this point, as
well· as of two others, is the occurence of a slight indentation in both
edges at the juncture of the basal and body sections. It has the appearance of incipient side-notching.

tit

A single point fragment, representing a somewhat different type
from that indicated above, has a parallel-sided basal section, the extremity of which has been broken off. It is made of basalt and was recovered from test pit 2.
Nine -:>f the seventeen points and point fragments are made of finegrained basalts. Four are made or jasper; one of opalized wood; one
of pink opal; and two of a dark chalcedoey. The workmanship is generally quite good. The points have been pressure flaked, including those
made of basalt. The flake scars tend to be ribbon-like and diagonal to
the center-line of the point. Perhaps partly as a result of this type
or fiaking, the points have a definitely lenticular to markedly biconvex x-section. One of the basalt points is plano-convex in x-section.
The convex side is markedly convex. Only the periphery of the flat side
has been retouched. Possibly, this specimen was utilized as a blade
rather than as a projectile point.
The points are remarkably like those from the pre-ash midden of
site 35-UM-5 in the McNary Reservoir on the Columbia (Shiner 1951:14-16),
also those from the early level of 35-UM-7 in the same reservoir
(Osborne and Shiner 1950: Plate IVb, item 26 especially) and the general
type from the earliest level of the Indian Well site (Butler 1958) and
the early levels 0£ 35-WS-8 (Cressman n.d.:97). Butler (1958) has suggested that the relative homogeneity or the points or point types in
these sites may be indicative of an old Pan-Cordilleran cultural tradition of considerable duration and age in the Pacific Northwest.
The over-all length of the eleven complete or nearly complete points
from Ash Cave ranges from 3.9 cm to 6.S cm and averages 5.1 cm. Their
width ranges from 1.3 to 2.0 cm and averages 1. 7 cm. Their thickness
ranges from o.5 to 0.9 cm and averages o.6 cm. The longest point was
the edge-ground specimen.
Blades. Four fragments, three from test pit 2 and one from test
-pit 1, have been classified as blade fragments. One fragment is a large
triangUlar tip section which has straight edges and is lenticular in
x-section. It measures 3.9 cm long, 2.4 cm wide and 0.7 cm thick. Another large triangular fragment is apparently the butt end of a blade.
It is also lenticular in x-section, but has slightly excurvate edges.
It is 4.o cm long, 3.6 cm wide and l.O cm thick. Both fragments are

•
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made of fine-grained basalts. The former fragment exhibits fair pressure flaking; the flaking ·is diagonal and ribbon-like. The latter
specimen is more .cr~ely made by percuss;on flaking with some pressure
flaking along the edges. Both fragments are from the upper loot of the
pre-ash midden in test pit 2. The third fragment from test pit 2 is
made of f _airl.Y,' well-pressure~flaked jasper. It is smaller and thinner
than the otheP -two fragments and has one 4atraight and one excurvate edge •
. :rt came · .from a slightly g_:reater depth than the other two. The fragment
from test pit 1 is made of ~ medium grey obsidian. It appears to be an
·
edge fragment of a large blade.
Flake Scraper. Only one flake scraper was recovered. It came from
test pit 2, ~r~m just beneath the level in which the projectile points
were found. It is a thick,, angular flake with a unifacially retouched
convex edge. The retouching was done by well controlled pressure flaking. The seraper measures 3. 2 x 4. 2 x O. 9 ··cm and is _lenticular in x- ·
section.

•

Burin or Graver. This is a small, thick flake with a steep keel
and an angular protrusion which has had flakes driven off ·o f it in burin
fashion forming a small,, pointed bit. The flake is elongated and has
two nearly parallel edges, one of which has been carefully retouched.
It is made. of honey colored agate and measures 2.6
x 2.5 x o.5 cm.
.
Cobble Scraper. The largest artifact recovered from test pit 2 is
a flat triangular water worn cobble which has been unifacially percussio:n flaked along one edge. The flaking has produced an oblique, excurvate edge. Ordinarily, this specimen might have been classified as
a ehopper. However,, the chopping or bit edge has been worn or ground
smeoth through use as a scraping edge. The worn or ground area is only
a few millimeters wide, but extends along more than half of the bit edge.
Examination of the worn area under a hand lens reveals a series of tiey
striations indicative of uni-directional wear perpendicular to the bit
edge. The scraper measures 9,6 x 8.o x 3.0 cm.
Cobble Choppers. There are five specimens in this category, four
from test pit 1 and one from test pit 2. Three2 are rather thick, elongated water-worn cobbles which have -been bifacially naked at one of '. .
the narrower ends. One of these crone from test pit 2; the ~thers came
from test pit 1. A fourth specimen ·has had flakes battered off of one
edge. . A fifth specimen is thinner than the others and fragmentary. A
thin, naturally rounded edge has been battered,, probably through use as
a hammerstoile. A thick transverse edge has been obliquely percussion
flaked. The fourth and fifth specimens came fz:om test pit l.
Pebble Scraper er Sinker. This is a small, thin, squarish waterworn. pebble with a transverse break across one end. Two adjoining edges
have a single, shallow bifacially chipped notch. The fourth edge is excurvate. The object measures 3.6 x 3.1 x 0.9 cm. It was recovered
from test pit l.
Possible Quartzite Spall Scrapers. There are two specimens in this
category, both from test pit l. These are fairly large, oval spalls
struck from a quartzite cobble. One face is the naturally worn surface

VO~.
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of the cobble from whieh the spall _was det•ched. . The -~al~ -do not ·appear to haVe been retouc~~d or mo~ified by use~ Hence, they could have
been accidental rather t~~ purposef'ul i1.l nature~ The l~rger specimen
me~s 7 .6 _x 4.9 :x; 1 •.0 em • .. The · s~all~r one. m~~ures 5. 7 x . 4.o x 1•3
cm.

•

Partially Prepared. Cc;>bbj,. Core. This is a large 1 w~tflr-worn cobble
of fine-graj.ned basalt whic~ appears to have a prepared s~riking-platform
with a number of :}.arge flakes d~tached trom around its periphery. There
is a ragged fracture at one end of the striking-platform whieh ~ indicate that the cobble was defective and therefore discarded. It was -r e~overed. from t~s~ pit l.~ · .
G~ound

.

'

Stone ©eject. The object is. an elongated cylinder.. or sand..

stone 1 .(>ne ep.d. o-.f wmch tapers · t9 a 'blunted point. The othe~ ~nd has .
been broken oft. It- was recovered from the lens of charred· bone and .
charcoal in test pit 2. It is · oval in x~sect.ion and measures 3.J . x 1.0
x o.8 cm.
Bone Point. This was the oruy l:><:>ne ebjeet recevered fro.ni Ash Cave.
It was found in the u,p>peit' .foet of ttiie p:re-ash md.aden or test pit 2. The
po~t w~ made from a secti~~ . er lang .bo»e -and is L-shaped in x-section.
One end te:rminates in an <llBliqu.ely faeeted p>em,t; the oppesite em has
been ground doWn and.tapers in slightly. It measares 9.3 x l.© x
cm.. The point was probably hafted Md may l:lave seen I>art .of a compesate

o.,

implement.

·

Summary. The major

comce~tration

or

·

··

artifacts was iri the upper part

of the. pre-ash midden of Ash Cave. The depth o.f the midden and -i -t s relative wealtQ. of f'aunal remains suggests a long term occup~tion of the ·

shelterpri~r to ihe volcanic. ash de~sit~. The concentration of artifacts :in the .upper part of the miaden layer is curious and probab]¥ misleading. There is no cultural change evident in the midden layer.

rudi-

In the absence or peri'shablesJ the technology appears to be
mentary but ample enough for the generalized hunting-fishing-gatherdng
econo~ which :was evidentJ.Y pursued with . considerable success a.S
attested· by the abunpanc.e. af faunal remains in the midden layer. The
projectile points are remarkably well made and indieative of a well

developed chipping tradition. They appear to be a limited, bµt quite
diagnostic trait in this particular cultural assemblage or compilex.
If the volcanic. ash layer is between 6-8000 years

old,~

then the·

midden and the cultural. materials contained the~ein is older or nearly ·
contemporary. The presence of faunal remains immediately on top of the
ash layer suggests that the shelter m~ have been occupied again shortly

after its deposition, possibly by the same people who had inhabited it
prior to the deposition of the ash.
'·

University of Washington
Seattle 1 Washington
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-9FOOTNOTES

lA site survey f oun for this site is on file in the archaeology
laboratory at The State College of Washington. The survey form was
filed by the author subsequent to testing the site. Ash Cave was brought
to the author's attention by Mr. Bill Bennett, a member of the Washington Archaeological Society {Ephrata Chapter),, in mid-August 1958. Deep
appreciation is expressed to Mr. Bennett for providing the transportation, food and labor for testing the site. Thanks are also due to Mr.
Gil Merry of Lowden, Washington for his participation in the test. Historical information about the site was provided by these two gentlemen.
Mr. Charles G. Nelson, president of the Washington Archaeological Society,
very kindly identified most of the stone materials,, and Dr. Douglas
Osborne, u. s. National Park Service 1 read and commented on the manuscript. Acknowledgment is also due Dr. Richard D. Daugherty of Washington
State College for the loan of equipment and permission to test the site.

2one of these was not included in the original report on file at
Washington State College, Department of Sociology and Anthropology.
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